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STANDARD & POOR’S CONFERMA RATING A- (OUTLOOK PASSA DA 
STABILE A NEGATIVO) 

 
 
 
Roma, 13 luglio 2010 – In ottemperanza a quanto previsto dall’art. 2.6.2 comma 11 del 

“Regolamento dei Mercati Organizzati e Gestiti da Borsa Italiana S.p.A.” si informa che in 

data odierna l’agenzia di rating Standard & Poor’s ha confermato i rating già assegnati ad 

Atlantia e Autostrade per l’Italia (‘A-‘ sul lungo termine, ‘A-2’ sul breve) e ha modificato 

l’outlook che da “stable” passa a “negative”.  

 

Si riporta di seguito il testo integrale del comunicato. 
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Overview 

 
Rating Action 

 
Rationale 

We observe that Italy-based toll road operator Atlantia's sizable capital 
expenditures could lead to continued negative discretionary cash flows  
and therefore to debt increases in the near to medium term. 
In our view, Atlantia's growth plans and refinancing risk linked to large 
bullet maturities in 2011 exerts further ratings pressure, although we  
consider this tempered by the company's adequate liquidity. 
We are revising our outlook on Atlantia and its subsidiary, Autostrade  
per I'Italia SpA (ASPI), to negative from stable, reflecting the  
possibility of a downgrade if Atlantia does not reduce debt and fails to  
take tangible steps toward the refinancing of its upcoming short-term  
maturities, notably the €2 billion bullet maturity coming due in June  
2011  
We have revised our assessment of Atlantia's financial risk profile to  
"significant" from "intermediate," but have affirmed our 'A-/A-2' long-  
and short-term corporate credit ratings on the company. 

On July 13, 2010, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services revised its rating  
outlook on Italy-based toll road operator Autostrade per I'Italia SpA (ASPI)  
and its 100% owner, the holding company Atlantia SpA, to negative from stable.  
At the same time, we affirmed our 'A-/A-2' long- and short-term corporate  
credit ratings on both entities. 
 

The outlook revision to negative reflects the potential for a downgrade if the  
group does not reduce debt and take positive steps to refinance upcoming  
sizable near-term maturities. 
 
The ratings on ASPI and Atlantia reflect our view of the group's excellent  
business risk profile as Italy's largest motorway group. The group derives a  
majority of its cash generation from a mature and profitable toll road  
concession regulated under what we consider a clear and supportive concession  
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agreement expiring in 2038. The group, in our view, benefits from a favorable  
and clear regulatory framework that provides for an annual revision of 70% of  
the actual inflation and, on top of that, two specific tariff adjustments to  
remunerate investments. The ratings also reflect a strong competitive position  
and a strong track record of EBITDA which advanced 4.2% in 2009 despite the  
decline in heavy vehicle traffic. 
 
These factors are offset, however, by substantial planned capital expenditures  
(about €17 billion are to be completed by around 2021) and what we view as an  
aggressive financial policy with high and fairly rigid dividends and an  
external growth strategy which we believe could intensify in the short to  
medium term. Consequently, we consider financial measures to be aggressive,  
with adjusted funds from operations (FFO) to debt of 10.7% at year-end 2009.  
Equally important in our view is that debt is set to gradually increase as we  
expect discretionary cash flows to remain substantially negative in the coming  
years. Furthermore, we are concerned about increasing refinancing risk linked  
to large bullet maturities in 2011, although we view this as tempered by the  
company's adequate liquidity. 
 
Atlantia is about 39% owned by the holding Sintonia S.A., primarily through  
the fully owned vehicle Schemaventotto SpA. Sintonia uses dividend  
distribution from Atlantia to service its debt and, in our view, needs these  
dividends to meet its financial covenants. 
 
The ratings on Autostrade per I'Italia SpA (ASPI), 100% owned by Atlantia and  
its largest asset and largest EBITDA contributor, are, and will continue to  
be, equalized with those on Atlantia to the extent ASPI makes up the majority  
of Atlantia's revenues. 
 

Liquidity 
We view Atlantia's liquidity as adequate. For more information, please see  
"Methodology And Assumptions: Standard & Poor's Standardizes Liquidity  
Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers," published on July 2, 2010. 
 
At the end of March 2010, financing needs for the following 12 months  
comprised €982 million of short-term financial debt, dividend payments of  
about €450 million, and €1.5 billion of gross capital expenditures. We expect  
FFO to be about €1.4 billion in the next 12 months. This amount, together with  
€1,367 million of cash and equivalents at the end of March and three fully  
available long-term committed credit facilities for a total amount of €2.850  
million more than cover financing needs, in our view. 
 
In addition, we expect the company to cover the redemption of the June 2011  
€2.0 billion bond, while keeping substantial available lines. 
 
The documentation for Atlantia's rated bonds contains no rating triggers but  
includes standard clauses: pari passu with unsecured debt, negative pledge,  
cross default (set at €50 million), change of ownership of ASPI, change of  
business, and an investor put option in case of revocation or termination of  
concession. In particular, the negative pledge clause has a restricted  
definition of indebtedness that is limited to listed debt securities. A rating  
pricing grid linked to our corporate credit rating on Atlantia is included for  
the revolving facility, which has customary covenants, including financial  
ratios (either causing a default or limiting investments and dividend  
flexibility) that it meets with significant headroom. The revolving facility's  
covenants also include mandatory prepayments, pari passu, negative pledges,  
and limitations on disposals, acquisitions, indebtedness, and distributions.  
No rating triggers causing accelerated repayment are included in the  
documentation. If the banks called a default, the bonds would default as well  
because of the presence of cross-default clauses. 
 
Atlantia and ASPI guarantee each other's €1.1 billion in loans outstanding  
from the European Investment Bank (EIB). If we were to downgrade Atlantia to  
below 'BBB', the EIB could ask for the replacement of the guarantor. Finally,  
if the company can't find a new guarantor, the EIB could ask for early  
repayment of the loans. 
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The negative outlook reflects our view that we could lower our rating on  
Atlantia and ASPI if the group fails to improve its free cash flow generation  
sufficiently to continue to deleverage. Current ratings could also be under  
pressure if Atlantia continues to fund its external growth policy with debt.  
However, we anticipate liquidity to continue to remain adequate at all times,  
which means that the ratings could be under pressure if the group does not  
take steps to refinance in advance its sizable bullet maturities, including  
the €2 billion June 2011 maturity. Also, in our view, Atlantia's controlling  
interest in Sintonia could have negative bearings if Sintonia increases its  
leverage, thereby putting pressure on Atlantia's distribution policy. 
 
We could revise the outlook could be revised to stable if Atlantia establishes  
and implements a clear deleveraging plan and a prudent refinancing strategy.  
Given the hefty capital expenditure program, there's limited potential for an  
upside in the medium term. 
 

"Methodology And Assumptions: Standard & Poor's Standardizes Liquidity  
Descriptors For Global Corporate Issuers," July 2, 2010 
 

Ratings Affirmed; CreditWatch/Outlook Action 
                                        To                 From 
Atlantia SpA 
Autostrade per I'Italia SpA 
 Corporate Credit Rating                A-/Negative/A-2    A-/Stable/A-2 
 
Ratings Affirmed 
 
Atlantia SpA 
 Senior Unsecured                       A-                  
 
Autostrade per I'Italia SpA 
 Senior Unsecured                       A-                  
 

 
Complete ratings information is available to RatingsDirect on the Global  
Credit Portal subscribers at www.globalcreditportal.com and RatingsDirect  
subscribers at www.ratingsdirect.com. All ratings affected by this rating  
action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at  
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left  
column.  Alternatively, call one of the following Standard & Poor's numbers:  
Client Support Europe (44) 20-7176-7176; London Press Office (44)  
20-7176-3605; Paris (33) 1-4420-6708; Frankfurt (49) 69-33-999-225; Stockholm  
(46) 8-440-5914; or Moscow (7) 495-783-4011. 

Additional Contact: Industrial Ratings Europe; 
CorporateFinanceEurope@standardandpoors.com

 

Copyright © 2010 Standard & Poor's. All rights reserved.
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